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Global Screening Services announces partnership to embed Appian into GSS 

screening platform 

 

London –  X July 2023 – Global Screening Services (GSS), the RegTech innovator focused on financial 

transactions screening, has announced its partnership with software company Appian, to integrate the 

company’s leading low-code development and AI-powered process automation tools into the GSS 

screening platform.  

GSS has leveraged Appian’s flexible, rapid-deployment platform to develop a highly effective and efficient 

alert management tool for financial institutions. As part of the overall platform, GSS’ alert management 

tool will improve the efficiency of sanctions screening processes and reduce the time spent on sanctions 

checks.  

The new functionality was developed through strong collaboration between GSS, Appian, and several 

financial institutions, combining the financial crime knowledge of GSS and the banks with the UX/UI 

expertise of Appian. 

Over the past two years, GSS has been a pioneer in collaboration, partnering with several leading 

financial institutions and technology businesses focusing on financial screening. Partnerships have been 

announced with Dow Jones, Silent Eight, Neterium, and SWIFT to develop the leading platform for 

seamless sanctions screening.  

Tom Scampion, CEO at GSS, comments: “The Appian Platform perfectly matches our goal of removing 

friction and improving the effectiveness of the processes that financial professionals must undertake 

every day, ultimately saving their time.  

 

“We’re excited to further improve our GSS platform and provide an unparalleled solution to optimise 

efficiency and accuracy. Appian’s case management expertise with blue-chip financial crime 

organisations makes them a perfect foil for our own financial crime expertise.” 

 

Charlie Thompson, SVP of EMEA at Appian, added: "GSS will harness the power of the Appian AI-

Powered Process Platform to facilitate compliant investigations and requests for information. By 

leveraging our end-to-end process automation and low-code capabilities, GSS will streamline its 

operations, reduce the risk of errors and inconsistencies, and ultimately improve outcomes for its financial 

services clients.”  

 

“We look forward to continuing our partnership with GSS to drive innovation and deliver impactful 

solutions to the market." 

 

ENDS 

https://www.gss-rose.com/
https://www.gss-rose.com/
https://appian.com/?utm_source=referral&utm_medium=press-release&utm_campaign=Platform&utm_content=Customer-GSS-Rose
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About GSS 

GSS brings global financial institutions together to deliver higher standards in compliance, providing a 

trusted platform to enhance and exchange information. The first service delivers sanctions transaction 

screening, built on industry standards and improved processes. Services under GSS are easily 

accessible to everyone, delivering greater effectiveness, improved efficiency, and the reduction of friction.  

For more information, visit https://www.gss-rose.com  or follow GSS on LinkedIn 

About Appian 

Appian is a software company that automates business processes. The Appian AI-Powered Process 
Platform includes everything you need to design, automate, and optimise even the most complex 
processes, from start to finish. The world's most innovative organisations trust Appian to improve their 
workflows, unify data, and optimise operations—resulting in better growth and superior customer 
experiences. For more information, visit appian.com. [Nasdaq: APPN] 
 

Follow Appian UK: Twitter, LinkedIn. 
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